The SHR Medical Library

Introduction to the Library
About the Medical Library

- Locations: Physical and Virtual
- Hours of Operation
- Library Resources
- Library Services

We have two locations that serve all employees of the Saskatoon Health Region:

Saskatoon City Hospital
Room 1923, Rependa Centre, Main Level (beside the auditorium)

St. Paul’s Hospital
Room B0.2.07, Basement (beside Health Records)
**Hours**

- **Saskatoon City Hospital**
  - Staffed 7:30am – 4pm, Monday – Friday
  - After hours via proxy card

- **St. Paul’s Hospital**
  - Staffed 7:30am – 4pm, Monday – Friday
  - Proxy card access needed at all hours (or call 8228 during business hours to be let in)
Webpages

- The main Medical Library webpage is available through the SHR InfoNet.
- Library resources can be accessed off-site via our external website and an Athens account.
Library Homepage: InfoNet

MEDICAL LIBRARY

The Medical Library offers library and information services to Saskatoon Health Region physicians and staff in support of patient care, research, and evidence-informed decisions leading to healthy people and healthy communities.

Please click here to update your Lexicomp App.

Our Resources

- **Article Finder** - look up a citation to find full-text or to request it from another library
- **Journal Manager** - browse or search our collection of full-text electronic journals by title
- **Book Manager** - browse or search our collection of full-text electronic books by title
- **Electronic Book Collections** - browse or search book content in one of our electronic book collections
- **Databases** - search one of our subscription databases or recommended free databases
- **Point-of-Care Tools** - browse or search one of our subscription point-of-care tools for synthesized evidence on major clinical topics
- **Apps** - download one of our subscription apps or recommended free apps to your mobile device
- **Guides**
  - **Resources by Topic** - a complete list of all of our resource guides for different departments, professions, and topics
  - **Resources A-Z** - a complete list of all of our subscription resources organized alphabetically
  - **For Patients and Families** - a complete list of all our health information guides for patients and families

Our Services

- **Inter-Library Loans** - request articles and books from other libraries
External Website

library.saskatoonhealthregion.ca
Resources
Library Staff

- Your library staff are here to help you!!

- Catherine Young, Librarian

- Colleen Haichert, Library Technician
Resources

- 6000+ print and electronic journals
- 1000+ print and electronic books
- 20+ searchable databases
- 20+ subject guides
Resources

Our Resources

- **Article Finder** - look up a citation to find full-text or to request it from another library
- **Journal Manager** - browse or search our collection of full-text electronic journals by title
- **Book Manager** - browse or search our collection of full-text electronic books by title
- **Electronic Book Collections** - browse or search book content in one of our electronic book collections
- **Databases** - search one of our subscription databases or recommended free databases
- **Point-of-Care Tools** - browse or search one of our subscription point-of-care tools for synthesized evidence on major clinical topics
- **Apps** - download one of our subscription apps or recommended free apps to your mobile device

Guides

- **Resources by Topic** - a complete list of all of our resource guides for different departments, professions, and topics
- **Resources A-Z** - a complete list of all of our subscription resources organized alphabetically
- **For Patients and Families** - a complete list of all our health information guides for patients and families
# Article Finder

## Tips for Searching Article Finder:

- Include as many bibliographic citation details as possible such as the Year, Volume, Issue, ISSN/ISBN, & Start Page;
- Avoid abbreviations and use the exact Journal Title; Use the auto-complete function for journal name completion.
- Use the citation DOI or PMID (PubMed ID). When using this option, other bibliographic details are not needed.
Journal Manager

Browse Journals Alphabetically

*Please note that you must be on an SHR computer for this website to work properly.
Book Manager

Book Manager

Browse Books Alphabetically

0-9 A B C D E F G H I
JKL M NOP QRS
TUV WYZ All

*Please note that you must be on an SHR computer for this website to work properly.
Electronic Book Collections

Subscription eBook Collections

- AccessMedicine
  Full text of 60 medical titles, as well as thousands of images and illustrations, interactive self-assessments, case files, and diagnostic tools.

- Books@OVID
  Full text of 63 key medical, nursing, and pharmacy titles.

- e-Therapeutics+ (eGPS)
  A comprehensive drug information resource produced by the Canadian Pharmacists Association based on the publication "Therapeutic Choices."

- EBSCOHost eBook Collection
  Full text of titles on management and leadership in healthcare.

- Gale Virtual Reference Library
  A collection of 1000+ ebooks, covering subjects from science, medicine, technology, literature, history and more.

- RxFiles
  An academic detailing program providing objective, comparative drug information to physicians, pharmacists and allied health professionals.

- Scribner Writers Online
  Provides the Scribner Writers series — including the American Writers Collection, British Writers Collection, European Writers Collection and World and Genre Writers Collection — in eBook format.

- STAT!Ref
  Full text of 60+ leading drug and medical textbooks, including Taber's Medical Dictionary and the DSM-IV-TR. Also includes Anatomy.tv and MedCalc 3000.

- STAT!Ref Dental
  Full text of 10+ titles covering dental and related topics from authoritative publishers.

Free eBook Collections

- Bartleby.com
  Thousands of poems, novels, plays and other works in the public domain.

- Digital Book Index
  140,000 ebooks in Humanities, Social Sciences and Sciences.

- Directory of Open Access Books
  Academic, peer reviewed books in the Humanities and Social Sciences.

- Merck Manuals
  A series of healthcare books for medical professionals and consumers, including photographs, audio and video materials.

- NCBI Bookshelf
  Provides access to books and documents in life science and healthcare.

- Project Gutenberg
  Largest single collection of open access ebooks. Focuses on literary works in the public domain in the US.

Comments (0)
Databases

- **Allied and Complementary Medicine (AMED)**
  Provides indexing and abstracts for 590+ journals in professions allied to medicine, complementary medicine, and palliative care from 1985 to present.

- **CINAHL Plus with Full Text**
  Provides indexing and full text for 770+ journals in all areas of nursing and allied health literature from 1937 to present.

- **Cochrane Library**
  A collection of 7 databases that provide high-quality healthcare research, including 5,000+ Cochrane systematic reviews and 650,000+ clinical trials, methods, technology and economic evaluations.

- **MEDLINE (Ovid)**
  Provides indexing for 5,500 biomedicine and life sciences journals, with English abstracts for more than 80% of records, from 1948 to present.

- **PsycINFO**
  Contains abstracts on psychological literature from the 1800s to present.
Point of Care Tools

Subscription Point-of-Care Tools

Point-of-care tools aim to synthesize all available evidence for major clinical topics for health care workers when providing patient care.

- **BMJ Clinical Evidence**
  Clinical Evidence comprises a database of high-quality, rigorously developed systematic overviews assessing the benefits and harms of treatments, and a suite of EBM resources and training materials.

- **Lexicomp**
  Provides access to concise drug overviews, drug interaction and drug toxicology information, calculators and drug identification tools, and customizable patient information.

- **Practice-based Evidence in Nutrition (PEN)**
  A knowledge translation tool that features a collection of "knowledge pathways" and practice questions, developed for and by students and practitioners of dietetics.

- **Rehabilitation Reference Center**
  Rehabilitation Reference Center is an evidence-based clinical reference tool for use by rehabilitation clinicians at the point-of-care.

- **STAT!Ref: American College of Physicians' Physicians' Information and Education Resource (ACP PIER)**
  A collection of over 400 evidence summaries published by the American College of Physicians. Each module provides authoritative guidance to improve the quality of care.
Mobile Apps

Subscription Resources

* Please contact the Medical Library for information on setting up access to these resources on your mobile device.

- **AccessMedicine**
  Provides access to Quick Answers, Diagnosaurus, Drug Monographs, Harrison's Online, Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment, Clinician's Pocket Reference: The Scut Monkey, Guidelines, Diagnostic Tests, Abbreviations, and Fitzpatrick's Color Atlas through your mobile browser.

- **EBSCOhost**

- **Lexicomp**
  Provides access to a variety of drug information resources through an app on your mobile device.

- **STAT!Ref**
  Provides access to 31 medical texts, including ACP Pier, DSM-IV-TR, Jablonski's, and Nursing Diagnosis Reference Manual, through an app on your mobile device.
• A-Z eJournals List
   A browsable and searchable list of all of the electronic journals and electronic books that the SHR Medical Library subscribes to.

• AccessMedicine
   Full text of 60 medical titles, as well as thousands of images and illustrations, interactive self-assessments, case files, and diagnostic tools.

• Allied and Complementary Medicine (AMED)
   Provides indexing and abstracts for 590+ journals in professions allied to medicine, complementary medicine, and palliative care from 1985 to present.

• Auto Repair Reference Center
   Contains repair and maintenance information on most major manufacturers of domestic and imported vehicles. New repair procedures, TSBs and updates are added on a regular basis.

• Biomedical Reference Collection: Comprehensive
   Provides indexing, abstracts and full text for 870+ journals (also indexed in MEDLINE) for clinical medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system, and the pre-clinical sciences from 1960 to present.

• BMJ Clinical Evidence
   Clinical Evidence comprises a database of high-quality, rigorously developed systematic overviews assessing the benefits and harms of treatments, and a suite of EBM resources and training materials.

• Books@OVID
Guides: Resources by Topic

For Health Professionals and SHR Staff

**Acquired Brain Injury Outreach Team**
by Catherine Young - Last Updated Apr 18, 2013
Guide for health professionals in Saskatoon Health Region looking for information or resources on acquired brain injury (ABI).

**Bioethics**
by Catherine Young - Last Updated Mar 21, 2013

**Business and Finance in Healthcare**
by Catherine Young - Last Updated Dec 31, 2012

**Clinical Health Psychology**
by Colleen Haichert - Last Updated Apr 18, 2013

**Clinical Nutrition and Dietetics**
by Bev Theriault - Last Updated Mar 21, 2013

**Communications in Healthcare**
by Catherine Young - Last Updated Dec 28, 2012

**Current Awareness**
by Bev Theriault - Last Updated Jan 3, 2013

**Dental Health**
by Lynne Warren, Catherine Young - Last Updated Apr 11, 2013

**Ear, Nose and Throat**
by Bev Theriault - Last Updated Dec 31, 2012

**Enterprise Risk Management**
by Catherine Young - Last Updated Apr 30, 2013

**Evidence-Based Practice**
by Catherine Young - Last Updated Jan 31, 2013
Guides:
For Patients and Families

For Patients and Families

Acquired Brain Injury Information for Patients and Families
by Catherine Young - Last Updated May 2, 2013
This site provides health information, and is not intended to be taken as medical advice. Please discuss with your doctor or health care team.

Amputation Information for Patients and Families
by Catherine Young - Last Updated May 10, 2013
This site provides health information, and is not intended to be taken as medical advice. Please discuss with your doctor or health care team.

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Information for Patients and Families
by Catherine Young - Last Updated May 10, 2013
This site provides health information, and is not intended to be taken as medical advice. Please discuss with your doctor or health care team.

Breast Cancer
by Catherine Young - Last Updated May 10, 2013

Guillain-Barre Syndrome Information for Patients and Families
by Catherine Young - Last Updated May 10, 2013
This site provides health information, and is not intended to be taken as medical advice. Please discuss with your doctor or health care team.
Services
Services

- Training Sessions
  - We offer one-on-one or group training on library resources and research skills
  - Training sessions can be held anywhere in the health region
    - SCH Library has 4 public computers
    - SCH Library Training Room (seats 7)
    - SCH IT Training Room (seats 18)
**Services**

- **Literature Search Requests**
  - Submit your research question or topic of interest to have a literature search completed for you.
  - Searches are generally completed within 1-10 business days.
● **Article & Book Requests**
  
  ● If we do not have the article or book that you’re looking for, we can request it from another library.
  
  ● Requests are filled within 1-10 business days.
    
    ● To request an item, email the citation to library@saskatoonhealthregion.ca.
Services

- **Current Awareness**
  - **Table of Contents** > Receive the table of contents for your favourite journals by email upon publication
  - **Subject Alerts** > Receive the latest search results for a selected search by email from your chosen database
Our Services

- **Inter-Library Loans** - request articles and books from other libraries
- **Literature Search Service** - have a library staff member complete work-related research on your behalf
- **Current Awareness Services** - keep up to date with what's been newly published in your field
- **Training Sessions & Inservices** - request a training session or inservice on an introduction to the library, library resources or research skills
- **Guide Development** - request a custom resource guide for your department or a health information guide for your patients
- **Citation Management Applications** - collect, share and organize citations and documents, create bibliographies, and insert inline-citations in your documents
- **Off-site Access** - sign up for an Athens account to access library resources from home or while travelling
- **After-hours Access** - request prox card access 24/7 to the SCH and SPH library branches
- **Training Room Booking** - book our computer training room (with 7 workstations) at SCH
- **Exam Proctoring** - arrange to have your exam proctored at the SCH or SPH library branch
Services

- **Off-site Access**
  - Complete a form online to obtain an Athens account for off-site access to library resources
Athens: External Website
library.saskatoonhealthregion.ca

Access Databases and Resources from Off-Site

To access Medical Library resources while you are not on a Saskatoon Health Region network computer you will need an Athens account.

To create an Athens account, select the link below and fill in the form. Athens will send an authentication email to your work address; once you have followed the directions in that email your account will be active.

- Create an Athens account
- Log in to your Athens account

Medical Library Services

We provide research, reference and information resources to the employees of Saskatoon Health Region.

From our InfoNet site you can access databases covering a wide variety of health sciences research, e-books and e-journals, and guides to assist you in locating the right resources for the right subjects.

Our staff can help you by obtaining books and articles, performing searches of databases and other resources, providing you with Tables of Contents, and by offering training about how to use any of the Library's resources effective searching techniques, current awareness tools and other library-related tools.
Need Help?

Don’t hesitate to call or e-mail the Medical Library Staff!

E-mail: library@saskatoonhealthregion.ca

Phone: Saskatoon City Hospital 655-8228
       St. Paul’s Hospital 655-5224